Agenda

6:15- 7:15 pm Presentations
Clifton Stanley Lemon - Introduction
Jim Benya: Overview – Process & History
John Martin: Current joint efforts with IES/CEA/IALD
Susan Larson: T20, T24/JA8 Explainer
Kelly Cunningham: Utility Role; planned changes; resources
David Wilds Patton: Why your feedback will have an impact
Simon Lee: brief perspective from CEC

7:15-8:15 Panel Discussion
Prepared topics
Audience Participation
Do This Now!

Sign up for email updates at Title24stakeholders.com

Comment on Proceedings at https://efiling.energy.ca.gov/EComment/ECommentSelectProceeding.aspx
What’s a Stakeholder?

stake·hold·er /ˈstākˌhōldər/

noun
1. (In gambling) An independent party with whom each of those who make a wager deposits the money or counters wagered.

2. A person with an interest or concern in something, especially a business.
California Leads in Regulatory Affairs

L.A. when I was a kid

L.A. today (most of the time)
Common Attitudes (Paraphrased)

Designer: I hate T24! I just want to design!

Contractor: We’ll just do the minimum possible for compliance, but now even that’s getting too complicated.

Officials: We don’t have time or resources to enforce the codes.

Manufacturer: We don’t get enough notice or info on codes to comply.

Rare Code Geek: I commented on the CEC website but I don’t even know if my comments were acknowledged or made a difference.
What Can Happen When Codes Don’t Work?

Non Compliance (Willful or otherwise)
Erosion of Faith in Government
Stifling of Innovation and Growth
Power Shifts from Government to Corporations
Increased Inequality & Inefficiency
Increased Environmental Degradation
Close the Gap Between Technology & Government
Your Voice Matters

We all speak up, you can too!
Do ASAP!

Have an idea for change for the next code cycle? Contact the CA Energy Commission or organizations submitting proposals (IOUs, CEA). Don’t wait!

Have a need for tools, training or resources to get ready for the 2019 cycle? Lingering questions on the 2016 cycle? energycodeace.com

Sign up for the Blueprint newsletter. (CEC website)

Send me comments cl@cliftonlemon.com or text 415 254 7056
Resources

title24stakeholders.com
CEC energy.ca.gov/title24
CA Energy Alliance caenergyalliance.org
Energy Code Ace energycodeace.com
Who Owns the Code?
We Do!
Panel Discussion Topics

How can we use IT to improve the regulatory process?
What does streamlining code actually look like? How does it happen?
What’s the prognosis for outcome based codes?
What happens when enforcement becomes untenable?
What are the behavioral drivers for stakeholders to get more involved?
What happens when there’s no more efficiency left to capture?
Do we really understand the relationship between quality and efficiency?